
Qlik Sense is the benchmark in the next generation of data analytics. With its unique Augmented 

Intelligence (AI) associative analytics engine and flexible deployment options, it can empower everyone 

in your company to make better decisions every day, creating a truly data-driven business.

NEW GENERATION OF DATA ANALYSIS

QLIK SENSE

Qlik Sense indexes and understands all the 

relationships between your data so you can 

freely explore in any direction.

Limitless exploration

Easily combine and load data, create intelligent 

visualisations and use drag and drop to create 

advanced analytics apps, accelerated by AI 

suggestions and automation.

Create analytics faster

AI enhances human intuition in Qlik Sense 

with suggested information, automated 

processes and natural language interaction.

Let AI broaden your mind

Stay productive online or offline with fully 

interactive mobile analytics.

Share and access on your mobile

Develop any analytics with a full set of open 

APIs, integrate them into any app, project or 

process.

Build, expand, incorporate

www.f5tci.com

Start analytics quickly with the SaaS option or 

easily deploy on-premise or in a cloud 

environment of your choice.

Your infrastructure, your choice



Analyse all 

your data

Agnostic 

platform

Flexible 

implementation

Want to get the most value out 
of your data? Qlik's end-to-end 
strategy takes raw data from your 
company and transforms it into 
information available to the entire 
team on an easy-to-use dashboard 
without compromising security 
policies.

Democratized data

It is the combination of Artificial 
Intelligence and human Intuition, 
which we use to increase the data 
literacy of your entire workforce.
Based on Qlik's unique Associa-
tive Indexing technology, Qlik 
automatically finds and highlights 
insights for users to explore.

Augmented Intelligence

The competitive advantage comes 
from new discoveries made in all 
areas of your business.
Qlik extends analytics to any data 
that benefits your business. 
Whether it's gathering insights 
from the Internet of Things (IoT), 
helping forecast sales, or providing 
visibility into operations.

Integrated everywhere

Gain a broader perspective 
and uncover more valuable 
information by augmenting 
your own data with a robust 
set of useful, continually 
updated external data 
sources.

Qlik Data Market

Combine data from different sources 
(applications, spreadsheets, databases, 
web pages, Big Data Lakes,...) with your 
company data. Get comprehensive 
information from dispersed data gaining 
a holistic view and reliable decisions.

Qlik Connectors

Make better location-driven 
decisions with easy-to-unders-
tand map visualizations and 
location-based analyses that 
expose non-visible geospatial 
information and geographical 
relationships.

Qlik GeoAnalytics
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